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The popularity of Internet as it capable to handle various type of multimedia formats,
give a new face for the community to change an idea and information. Main purpose of
developing the portal is to use the information technologyand multimedia widely. Many
organizations nowadays use an internet as a medium to promote their organization and a
place to interact with the user. User can logon to an organization portal and use the
facilities provided.
Currently, the problem is the customer support services provided is not efficient enough
for the organization and for the user itself. If user has any problem regarding the portal,
they only can interactwith the customer services by calling the officeor send an email to
the administration of the portal. This way is not very user-friendly and user has to wait
for a long time to get the response from the organization.
In order to overcome the problem, an Online Library Services with Live Customer
Support should be developed. The objective of the project is to give online facilities to
the user to interact with an operator of the portal. This can enables live customer support
and visitor communication directly from the website. Provides real-time customer service
support from any computer, anywhere!
As a conclusion, Online Library Services with Live Customer Support can provide an
efficient user service by the organization.
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1.1 Background of study
Online Library Services (OLS) with Live Customer Support (LCS) is a portal that
provides many services to the user. The main purpose of developing the portal is to
use the information technology and multimedia widely. The portal can be used as an
aid or instrument of communication, information searching and reference. User can
search and find the information about book in that library. From the use oftechnology
of web-based application, it can provide an advantage to the whole community,
residents, students, lectures, teachers, researchers and others.
By using Live Customer Support Services (LCS), an organization can provide
assistance in real-time, answer visitor questions and add that extra customer care
touch. Human interaction goes a long way especially on the Net. LCS uses direct
dialog to build customer loyalty and provide extra attention to the visitors deserve. In
our ever growing High-Tech world, ahuman interaction goes a long way. Sometimes,
a single product/service question answered from a live support person could be
enough to make the sale. Up-selling and cross-selling ofother products/services are
also an important part in the sales process. Being there to provide important
information is most critical at the point ofpurchase. This not only ensures higher sales
revenues but also adds credibility toyour product/service and company. LCS can help
the organization to accomplish the level of client care required to keep the
organization ahead of competitors.
LCS can also reduce cost. Phone, fax, staff and other major costs of operation can be
greatly reduced by a single live support or sales representative. LCS will enable the
organization to communicate instantly with the visitors and pass crucial information
at virtually no cost.
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Online Library Services with Live Customer Support is a strategy used to learn more
about customers' needs and behaviors in order to develop stronger relationships with
them. After all, good customer relationships are at the heart of business success. Live
Customer Support (LCS) can increase up customer relationship with the organization.
It is ahope that this online library services can become one stop center for the entire
community and become avery preferable and powerful portal among other services.
1.2 Problem Statement
The usage of information technology and multimedia become broadly nowadays. In
Malaysia the organization does not implement the system yet. OLS provides avariety
ofinformation to the user. User doesn't have to call an operator oropen the directory
to search the information. They just have to login to the web portal and search what
they want to find. They also can use LCS in order to get further information regarding
web portal or about the information needed. The system can be implemented for the
organization web portal to support the customer support services.
Online Library Services provide services that user can search the details ofthe book
only. User cannot know the status ofthe book ifit is on the shelf. Users also cannot
book the book they want to borrow. By using LCS they can make it through online
and real time. So the librarian in charge can give whatever information users want and
users also can book the book they want to borrow. User also can find out the status of
their book whether it's overdue.
13 Objective
Theobjectives of this project are:
i. To develop a portal that lets user search a variety of information
globally and give better services according to user's needs and
requirement,
ii. To attract the use of information technology and multimedia among the
user and provide current information and data those are very useful to
the user,
iii. To bring Online Library Services with Live Customer Support as a
road to the world class physical and information infrastructure,
iv. Online Library Services with Live Customer Support can become an
effective online service and be one stop solution information.
1.4 Scope of study
Online Library Services with Live Customer Support will be implemented in web-
based environment. The portal is developing for any library usage. All the information
and data are according tothe customer information services. The whole world can use
this web page to search for the information. User also can view the information in
alphabetical order and according to the services. This portal is open for all users. But
for certain module, only registered user can use it. Every user who log on to the
website canuse the Live Customer Support services. The services will be open to the
user during office hour. An operator in-charge will help the user.
This portal consists of several modules:
i. Online Library Services Module
a) BookSearching
Usercansearch the books by typing the keyword.
b) Dictionary / Keyword Searching
User can search the meaning ofthe any word by typing the keyword in
provided textboxes
ii. Live Customer Support Module
User can communicate with operator online through real time.
iii. Customer Services Module
User has to register in order to use the facilities provided.
iv. Administration Module
Pages where administrators upload all the information and data about the




The internet is fast, versatile business environment. However studies reveal, that
despite this, 90% of online buyers would prefer to make purchases via human
interaction. The increasing growth of internet user, made web technology now
accessible to varieties of users that have different degree of knowledge, skills and
preferences.
2.1 Online Library Services
Online Library Services is a portal that provides many services to the user.
Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia aspires to be aworld class library in the provision of
excellent information services towards the realization of Malaysia's Vision of
becoming an industrialized and developed nation by the year 2020 (Vision 2020).
With its multifarious functions and services, supported by high-tech facilities and a
well-qualified team committed to excellence, Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia is poised
to lead the nation in its pursuit of knowledge.
In consonance with the government's objective to create a reading and
informed society, the National Policy for Library and Information Services aims at the
provision and progressive improvement of library facilities and services in order to
contribute effectively to national development and provide, in particular, effective
support for>
• the policy formulation and decision and decision making process;
• planning, research and development activity;
• the educational process;
the intellectual development of the people, their economic activity and the
fulfillment of their cultural and recreational needs;
The National Library ofMalaysia is an excellent and premier library in this
region that can provide and channel reference and research information in various
media to be enjoyed by all levels of society in the country. National Library of
Malaysia want to ensure that all Malaysians regardless of their status and locations
shall have equal access to library services and facilities, as well as, have the capability
to utilize the Malaysian and universal intellectual heritage through the integrated
knowledge infrastructure ofelectronic libraries ofthe nation.
Objectives ofdeveloping the library are:
To make available for the use of present and future generation a national
collection of library resources
• To facilitate nation wide access to library resources available within the
country and abroad
• To provide leadership on matters pertaining to libraries.
A few strategies are:
. Ensuring that Malaysia's intellectual heritage as well as, all the latest and
retrospective Malaysiana publications are collected for the convenience of
researchers andfor the reference of present and future generations
Ensuring that the Malaysiana databases and publications of the National
Library ofMalaysia on Malaysia's sources are always up to date
• Forging strategic alliances with related agencies in order to consolidate the
library and information service infrastructure ofthe nation
Preparing standards and guidelines for the development of Centers of
Excellence in specific fields of information
• Development of long and short term action plans to establish a library and
information network throughout the nation
• Promotion of various library services including sources of information on the
nation's products atnational and international levels.
The Internet generation is all grown up and has moved on to college, but they haven't
left their Internet habits behind withtheir old prom dates. According to a new report
by the Pew Internet &American Life project, 73 %of college students use the
Internet more than the library for research. Steve Jones, a Pew research fellow and
head of the communications department at the University of Illinois Chicago, says
libraries have been evolving ever since they started putting card catalogs into
electronic form. Now, he says, collections and journals are finding their way online.
He says the findings shouldn't alarm librarians.
"They're not going away," Jones says. "They're going to be sticking around, but the
nature of what they do have been changing for the last 15 to 20 years. The vast
majority of what's in a library at present is not available electronically. The library
plays an important role being a portal to that information." Jones says that 20 years
ago, when he was a student, the college library was a place to study and socialize.
Nowadays, he says, students go to the library with one mission—to do research.
"Students are much more purposeful now," Jones says. "Many go there to study orget
materials."
The survey also found that college Internet users are twice as likely as the population
at large to download music. However, Jones notes, the more compelling finding (for
academics at least) is that 38 % of students use the Internet mostly for academics.
"Everyone knows college students go online a lot," Jones says. "Everyone seems to
think that they're just downloading music, but they also do a lot of academic stuff,
too."
Communicating with classmates, friends and professors also rate high with college
students. According to the survey, 42 % of respondents use the Internet to stay in
touch with their friends. Nearly half (46 %) say that they use e-mail to ask questions
ofprofessors that they wouldn't in class. Jones says peer pressure factors into some of
that, but he also says that good questions don't always come up during class
discussions. If students have thoughts after hours, they can use e-mail to get their
messages to classmates and professors. "Students' days are pretty heavily scheduled,"
Jones says, "so they're using email and IM to stay in touch with their professors and
classmates."
2.2 PHP Live! - Live Customer Support Solution
There are many online services that provide live customer support. Its can provide
many benefits to the organization and customer. One of the services is PHP Live! -
Live Customer Support Solution. PHP Live! Live Customer Support Solution enables
live customer support and visitor communication directly from the webpage. It does
provide real-time sales and/or customer services support from any computer,
anywhere. With PHP Live! The webpage can provide assistance in real time, answer
visitor questions and that extra customer care touch. Human interaction goes a long
way especially on the Net. PHP Live! Use the direct dialog to build customer loyalty
and provide the extra attention the visitors deserve,
2.2.1 Benefits of PHP Live! Customer Support
i) Real-time web-based support and sales chat with website visitors
Chat live with the customer onone to one basis solve their queries at the point
oftheir buying interest. This helps inclosing sales faster. Live support brings
more confidence to the customers.
ii) Increase sales and sales conversion
Make web site live and interactive, offer best customer care services, support
them when they need. Help multiple customers at the same time, this reduces
cost and improves response time.
iii) Simple solution for your business needs
CRM (customer relation management) solution at no big expense, Easy in
setup/use, monitors your site visitors from any where. Keep log even if you
are offline. Very affordable hosted software application even for small
business houses.
iv) Increase customer support and client retention
With the help of traffic monitor, operator can quickly view where each visitor
has clicked from, which page they are currently viewing and how long they
have been on the site. The information can be vital in lending targeted support.
This will gain an understanding of the visitors before the chat interaction.
Visitors will thank you for the considerate and targeted support.
v) Decrease phone and other operational costs
Phone, fax, staff and other major cost ofoperation can be greatly reduced by a
single live support or sales representative. Live Customer Support will enable
you to communicate instantly with the visitors and pass crucial information at
virtually no cost.
vi) Track your ad click-through rates and provide targeted support
Live Customer Support able to view visitors as they navigate through the
website and gather other crucial data that is assent in understanding the
website traffic.
2.2.2 Featuresof PHP Live! - Live Customer Support Solution
PHP Live! Is the leading solution that delivers the most feature powerful tool needed
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2.2.3 PHP Live! Screenshots
PHP Live is simple to install. The installation needed for source code version only:
web based setup wizard - easy to configure packed with features and tools you need to
maximize the support and sales potential.
3 RequestLive' Support - Microsoft InternetExplorer
PHPI
Live Support Solution
Welcome to our Live! support help desk.
* Please selecting departmentyouwouldliketo reach.
O CustcmerSewice© (Online!)
O Sales ® (Online!)
@ TechSupport © (Onllna!)
* InputyouTGcreen Name used duringthis session.
' What Is your question?
rIpurehaae, do you provide instaHatipn support? |
Start Chat
Figure 2.1: Chat RequestWindow
Customize the support logo and text, create unlimited department with a single PHP
Live installation.






" CiRtoraef SeMce i+itiinistc9)...l
Seorck
MNnw nftBti do vou iBleass newversions?
gjHnw dn Iunoratie mv PHP Lire! Hosted account
Ijislhijjre aMai 1can download to lesl onmy server?
'Safes |+folH8stt*)...l
Rwiat is iHatiitTarencB bshroeo the hosted solutionand Bis
download solution?|Ib»s 1|ieie anpotion where Ican purcriase PHP Live cutriohl without
havlim tn nav annual fees?
P)yi/Hat differences infunctionalim existed between theHosted version
Figure 2.2: Knowledge BaseIntegration
Self-service knowledge Base allows your visitors to search for answers prior to
support or when the operators are offline.
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3 RenusistLive! Support - Microsoft Interne!Explore
Live Support Solution
'AftepuKhase,<teyoupm^in^!a^ support?"
~ You ate now sneaking witi-iKyle, Tech Support,"'
KyleiVes.wedooffwiislaiaionsuHWtrt.
Kyle: Ityon pi«fei. wo ab* offer pfttessfcinal hsIaBntiwi - e«i*rfete
instalaliMififtm sehq>lofni5li
Mike:Ttiat sounds like justwtrat Ineedl Oh! Can PHP Uvei PUSH pages?
Kyle:Y«s Kcan, WeaM ywi H»fM nwte ptrsh » pa9»toynv?
Mike: Yes, please push a page
WeiPUSHWGPAGE-litijjr.rtWw.pltiilriffistrppcit.coiiiIri.il.plip
[B can also pushimagesand dacumantsi Send JESsss]
Mke is typing. I.2FI | [sound: (J)on| O"" 1
Oo to your sdmirt area to add more canned messages - Re Irssh
Canned Responses Canned Commands[have anotherQ? ,v-jI""•*! [puSHdemo i^jl«»«t|
f r in JtFLjt(j!rL]lTMr ttf j [Tur I i -II]
Clickonlhe avtlshle operator to transfer this csfl
Department Cirstoinei Service












Figure 23: Chat Window (operator)
Operators can view visitor's footprints, time zone and previous chat transcript.
Operators can also transfer a call to other online operators.
UUC 114^1 JrflUHtfHOK
(fti«nnt, - ^$w*m.' fg*rf aft-*" >'
:is»
ii.. iopBC.IS.l.ir.n " ' "t? s -^
Support Operator Logtn URL
I LUL'p-MftS^ltiJ-'Ir'D-fcP.h







Figure 2.4: System Setup Area
Manage the unlimited operators and unlimited departments; customize the window
colors and language, build the service Knowledge Base and many more.
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0««t " |J 9"* F-»" IJllrfi <? , * *•-!
4] kTia«fckisitK«»^EwJ^reJ^4A*<A«?VAibtfg^iidan4vH *S»
$5«*VAb ^BmUfc r**^ BCgra
- £ ** A? .•*& !"i % *• *
Interface: Default Chat Icons
i.i^Tjhjvcjiefctfrfcc








nrrniU Fri?£>-:^J»DS 6rtn to
Figure 2.5: System Setup (Customize Chat Icons)
PHP Live makes it easy for you to upload our own personal chat icons directly to the
browser. Just click and upload.
J-
•Bi.
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Figure 2.6: System setup (Manage Operators)
Assigna single operatorto multiple departments usinga friendly web interface.
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2.2.4 Support for Support
In spite of questionable performance and mounting budget pressures on IT
departments, automated or online support (dubbed e-support by Gartner) for
enterprise hardware and software systems remain popular among many businesses,
according to a recent survey.
Gartner surveyed 223 North American users of IT support solutions and found that 73
% planned to use and invest in e-support technologies in the next year. They said this
even though 52 % indicated that e-supportdid not effectively solve their problems. E-
support could be an application that is deployed internally, or it may be a support
portal (from a vendor). Robert Igou, principal analyst in Gartner's IT management
sector, says companies are enthusiastic about the prospects of e-support. "They see
value in it, and they plan to do more of it. They use it to keep costs down and to scale
the resources that they have,''' Igou says. "However, the budget pressures that IT
organizations are facing are good reasons to expectthat it won't happen in the future."
The survey helps buoy Igou's point as 60 % of respondents listed budget restrictions
as the primary barrier to adoption. According to previous Gartner research, 2003
marks the third straight year of high-level cost pressures and budget constraints facing
IT departments. Although telephone support is more popular, there is a business case
for e-support, says Igou. By deploying an e-support application (or portal), companies
can cut costs on their help desk and potentially improve the efficiency (time) with
which problems are solved. "E-support allows companies to keep their costs down
and allows them to scale the resources that they have," Igou says. One reason e-
support hasn't met expectations, according to Igou, is that neither vendors nor buyers
of e-support applications promote its use enough. Igou says companies need to
promote e-support and train users to achieve the touted benefits. "If people don't
know about it, they won't use it," Igou says. "The more awareness a company (or
vendor) creates around a product, the more people will use it."
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And for those who are using e-support, many think it could work better. More than
half (54 %) of respondents said the availability/reliability of Web-based support
needed improvement. Igou says the future success of e-support will depend on four
factors: availability (Can I get support?), content (Can I get the right answer?),
response time (How long must I wait for the right answer?) and security (Does this
portal protect my company data?). According to the survey, larger businesses (more
than 2,500 employees) seem more eager to use e-support as 80 % of respondents in
that category said they plan to use it more. Smaller companies (fewer than 100
employees) were less likely to use e-support as only45 % indicated a future interest.
2.3 Customer Relation Management (CRM)
2.3.1 What is CRM?
CRM stands for Customer Relationship Management. It is a strategy used to learn
more about customers' needs and behaviors in order to develop stronger relationships
with them. After all, good customer relationships are at the heart of business success.
There are many technological components to CRM, but thinking about CRM in
primarily technological terms is a mistake. The more useful wayto think about CRM
is as a process that will help bring together lots of pieces of information about
customers, sales, marketing effectiveness, responsiveness and market trends.
The term has been applied to almost every element of business that even remotely
interacts with a customer. According to Randy Harris 2003, Customer Relationship
Management is aboutmaximizing valuewiththe customer. In this competitive global
economy, a key business strategy is focused on infrastructure and delivery of business
processes to manage and deliver customer value across multiple channels. CRM
systems were a series of mainframe or server-based applications specific to sales,
marketing and support business functions. The applications were lightweight by
today's standards and did littlemore than capture and file critical data. But as cultural
boundaries within organizations weakened, individual fiefdoms of information gave
way to sophisticated applications that could span business functions. By doing so,
these applications created the vision of a single view of the customer. For the first
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time, organizations could track and analyze shifting customer needs, link marketing
campaigns to sales results, and monitor sales activities for improved forecasting
accuracy and manufacturing demand.
In other word, CRM is a comprehensive approach which provides seamless
integration of every area of business that touches the customer - namely marketing;
sales, customer service and field support-through the integration of people, process
and technology, taking advantage of the revolutionary impact of the Internet. CRM
creates a mutually beneficial relationship withthe customers. CRM is an information
industry term for methodologies, software, and usually Internet capabilities that help
an enterprise manage customer relationships in an organized way. For example, an
enterprise might build a database about its customers that described relationships in
sufficient detail so that management, salespeople, people providing service, and
perhaps the customer directly could access information, match customer needs with
product plans and offerings, remind customers of service requirements, know what
other products a customer had purchased, and so forth. Live Customer Support (LCS)
can increase up customer relationship with the organization.
23.2 Why is CRM Important?
The task of implementing and maintaining a CRM solution can seem overwhelming.
But, when the goal of cheaper, faster, better customer service is considered, the results
far outweigh the challenges. CRM, at no time, has been more crucial than it is today
with heightened attention to cost cutting, revenue generation and customer retention.
CRM is not just a software solution, but also a set of skills and competencies that will
enable a company to better leverage and profit from each and every customer
relationship. In a tough economy, competition is more evident than at any other time,
and the ability to compete on the basis of customer relationships is more important
than ever.
According to one industry view, CRM consists of:
• Helping an enterprise to enable its marketing departments to identify and
target their best customers, manage marketing campaigns with clear goals and
objectives, and generate quality leads for the sales team.
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• Assisting the organization to improve telesales, account, and sales
management by optimizing information shared by multiple employees, and
streamlining existing processes (for example, taking orders using mobile
devices).
• Allowing the formation of individualized relationships with customers, with
the aim of improving customer satisfaction and maximizing profits;
identifying the most profitable customers and providing them the highest level
of service.
• Providing employees with the information and processes necessary to know
their customers, understand their needs, and effectively build relationships
between the company, its customer base, and distribution partners.
233 What is the goal of CRM?
The idea of CRM is that it helps businesses use technology and human resources to
gain insight into the behavior of customers and the value of those customers. If it
works as hoped, a business can:
provide better customer service
make call centers more efficient
cross sell products more effectively
help sales staff close deals faster





Every system has its own evolution. CRM has evolved since its earliest incarnation,
originally driven by an inside-out focus, through three phases of evolution:
technology, integration and process.
• Technology
In its earliest incarnation, CRM meant applying automation to existing sales,
marketing, support and channel processes as organizations attempted to
improve communications, planning, opportunity and campaign management,
forecasting, problem solving, and to share best practices. To some degree, it
worked. However, automating poorly performing activities or processes rarely
improves the quality of the outcome. So, for the most part, the quality of the
return on investment (ROI) was meager — if measurable at all. The promise
of the technology was there, but few organizations were realizing the pinnacle
of performance. The metric of success was increased efficiency in sales,
marketing, support and channel processes.
• Integration
By developing cross-functional integration, supported by data warehousing
and shared roles and responsibilities, organizations began to create a
customized view of the customer. Support issues, Web hits, sales calls and
marketing inquiries started building a deeper understanding of each customer
and allowed aggressive organizations to adapt their tactics to fit individual
needs. Integration focused around two primary components:
i. Make it easier to do business with the seller: Instead of operational silos
that inhibited superior customer relationships, the organization as a
whole took ownership and responsibility for customer satisfaction. With
a single view of the customer, it was much easier for anyone to respond
to sales opportunities or impending support issues and take appropriate
steps. Expected benefits are to improve retention and lower support
costs.
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ii. Predictive modeling: Data mining of an aggregate of corporate
knowledge and the customer contact experience was used to improve
operational and sales performance. By applying complex algorithms to a
history of purchasing or inquiry characteristics, it became practical to
predict the demands of individual customers. Up-selling, cross-selling,
even the ability to preempt potential problems, was now possible for all
customer-facing representatives. Expected benefits are to have better
cross-selling/up-selling and improved product offerings or delivery.
• Process
By rethinking the quality and effectiveness of customer-related processes,
many organizations began to eliminate unnecessary activities, improve
outdated processes, and redesign activities that had failed to deliver the desired
outcomes. Then, by re-creating the process through an understanding of the
capabilities of the technology, the outcomes were more predictable and the
promises for a meaningful ROI more substantial and realistic. The metrics for
success became the improved effectiveness in serving the customer.
According to Randy Harris 2003, almost everything about CRM has focused on
improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the seller's organization. Organizations
have evolved from sales representatives working from paper notebooks, or a card
system, to a tightly integrated network that sees movement in sales activity, predicts
product demand on manufacturing, and manages the logistics of complex teams to
serve the buyer and seller. Marketing, support services, channel management, revenue
management, resource allocation/management, forecasting, manufacturing, logistics
and even research and development have all seen the benefits of a well-designed
CRM strategy.
However, the past decade of CRM and its associated improvements have been based
on three assumptions:
i. The past would be a logical foundation to predict future customer needs and
profitability,
ii. Demand for traditional value propositions would remain constant,
iii. Better customer relationships would deter attrition.
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23.5 Requirement for effective customer self-service.
• Technology, such as a search engine, that helps customers finds what
they need quickly.
• Knowledge management soft-ware that identifies each customer and
his lifetime value to the company.
• Marketing tools like Epiphany that let you track customers and target
them with relevant offers.
• Tools like Silknet that integrate all your communications channels.
• Links to the back office so that you can confirm orders and
availability.
• Integrate everything. Consider letting an ASP such as convergent
handle the integration.






In order to develop the system, a few phases have been followed. First phase is
planning and analysis, design, development, testing and evaluation and lastly, result
analysis. The system development workflows have been created in order to suite the
process of developing the system.
Development
Figure 3.1 System Development Work Flow
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3.1.1 Planning and Analysis
Selection of the topic was quite challenging in order to produce good final year
project. A few steps have been followed in order to do the preliminary investigation.
i) Understanding the problem and opportunity.
All the problems have been list down. The problems have been analyzed and
the solutions for the problem have been found out. The opportunity to develop
the product is very high.
ii) Define Scope and constraints.
Scope and constraint have to be defined. So that the product id not too big and
not too small. The product must be suitable and fit with Final Year Project
requirement.
iii) Perform fact finding.
• Conduct interviews with several web developer and technical manager.
They give full support, good recommendation and beneficial
suggestion. The interview was conduct informally.
Observe operation to obtain information
A few web portals in the internet have used the system. The feedbacks
are very satisfied, and customer relation management between the
company and customer increase.
iv) Estimate the project benefits.
The product can become very useful and manageable. User can use this
product beneficially. User should know how to use this product. This product
is developing to support the customer needs and requirement. The benefits are:
• Real-time web-based support and sales chat with website visitors.
• Decrease phone and other operational costs.
• Track your ad click-through rates and provide targeted support.
v) Estimate project development times.
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Development of the product have time limit. So, all the information must be
gathered in order for easy to develop the product. To estimate the time,
sources of information that will be used and the difficulties that will be
encountered in obtaining the information must be considered. The estimation
should be focus on the overall project so that supervisor can understand the
lull impacted cost and timetable.
vi) Present result and recommendation to final year project management.
Develop proposal to FYP management. Propose the topic that can be
manageable to develop and design.
3.1.2 System Design
User interface, input and output design begins the system design phase in this
system development life cycle. User interface begins with the concept,
including function, layout and usability. Then covers input procedures,
controls and formats. User interface describes how users interact with the
systems. User interface mainly consisted of process control screen that
allowed user to send commands to the system.
i) System Storyboard
- Refer Appendix 4.0
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ii) Database Design
Database for the system consist of two databases which is for Online
Library Services and Live Customer Support. The databases were
design using mySQL-Front. For kamus and istilah, the tables ware
imported into the database.





















iii) Use case Diagram







Figure 3.2 Use CaseDiagrams for Online Library Services with Live
Customer Support
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Figure 3.5 Process Workflow for the Systems

































Figure 3.6 Entity Relationship Diagram for Live Customer Support
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vi) Live Customer Support Network Architecture
Operator
B
World Wide Web Sen er
Customer Support Server
Client C
Figure 3.7 SimpleLive CustomerSupportNetworkArchitecture
A Live Customer Support network is defined by one server connected in the
internet or local area network. The Live Customer Support protocol provides
no mean for two clients to directly communicate with the operator. All
communication between clients is relayed by the server.
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3.1.3 Development
The next stage will be, developing the interface of the system and writing the
programming codes. The database will also be integrated into the system during this
stage.
i) Server configuration
Before start developing the system, apache server should be installed in the pc.
The server was installed at Linux Operating System. A few configurations
have to be done before the server can work smoothly. VMware Workstation
have to be start first in order to make the system working.
ii) Online Library Services System Development
Basic user interface have been designed according to user requirement and
needs. The system consist of searching the book available in the library and
user also can search two type of dictionary which are Kamus Kompuer and
Kamus Inggeris Melayu Dewan and search keyword in Istilah section. User
also can register their account into the system. They have to key in their
personal detail. This registration is for checking the status of the book
borrower.
iii) Live Customer Support System Development
This system has been configured into the server in order to make it working.
User must have network connection in order to use the system. User can ask
anyqueryregarding library services and bookloanby usingthis system. They
can communicate with the operator online through real time in order to get
feedback directly.
Help Center Live is a tool that allows real-time conversation with visitors on
your site and FAQ database. User can access Help Center live from any
computer with an internet connection, anywhere. This powerful tool allows
true 24/7 customer supporton your website for free.
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The traffic monitor allows operator to view how many visitors are on the
website at one given time, what page they are on, what pages they have visited
(footprints) and more such as their host name, total unique visits to your
website, total requested chat sessions, the website they came from and more.
When operator are chatting with a visitor, there are several built in features
such as show images and transfer the chat session to a different operator. To
make chat sessions more personalised a picture of the operator can be shown
in the chat window.
If all operators areoffline or busy the visitor can create a trouble ticket that is
sentto the department that they were trying to contact. This ticket can then be
dealt with by an operator that belongs to that department. Once an operator
replies to a new ticket they are assigned to that ticket which can then be
replied to until the problem is solved.
If it is preferred thatan email is sentwhenall operators are offline or busythis
option is avaliable also and the visitor can send an email to the departments
email address. If the visitor prefers not to send a trouble ticket then they can
look at your FAQ database which can easily to add to using the admin contol
panel.
iv) System Screen Shot















ii) Visitor Request Chat Window
- Select a department
- Remembers visitor's name
Screen Shot
Figure 3.8 Control Panel
3 Help Cenlei Live- Requesl LiveHelp- MicrbsbfMtit
zi
Figure 3.9 Visitor Request Chat Window
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iii) Visitor Chat Window
- Send and receive chat messages
- See operators profile picture
- See if operator is typing
iv) Operator Chat Window
- Send and receive chat messages
See if visitor is typing
• Transfer the chat session
- View visitor's information
- Push URLs, images, and emails
- Send canned messages
- Save chat Transcript
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&1 Help Center Lira -Chat Window -Hfcrowftl
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Powered by Kelp Center Uve 1.2.4
© Michaet Bird. All Rights Reserved,
Figure 3.10 Visitor Chat Window
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Text Sire : [A+l [A-j
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SUM: hallo shahila
shahila1 hello
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shathilai i want to ask whether my book loan ha
Insert? fguaEst^s muna] Epufitil fur4| [imaoa] [vmatl]
] ~1 JS*hhJ1 [endchat]
[vHrtoTBifot [catewad m«tt*i"rifiel [transfarchatl (tmncfwSal
Figure 3.11 Operator Chat Window
3.1.4 System Testing
Testing is an important skill that is oftenoverlooked in academic courses on computer
programming. Testing should not be deferred until after the entire program has been
written. The program should be test to make sure that it functions correctly.
Three level of testing be performed:
11.
in.
Stub testing is the test performed on individual events and modules of a
program. In other words, it is the testing of an isolated subset of a program.
Unit or program testing is a test whereby all events and module that have
been coded and stub tested for a program are tested as an integrated unit; it is
the testing of an entire program.
System testing ensures that application programs written and tested in




Figure 3.12 Steps in Testing Stage
Testing also has been conducted within users. There 12users had become a tester. Al
the testers are from UTP population from different year and course. Result from the
testing are discuss in next chapter.
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3.2 Tool Required
Various tools will be used in order to assists the web development project. The major
tools that are going to be use are highlighted as follow:
i) Red Hat/Linux
Platform use for apache server
ii) Macromedia Dreamweaver
Enable easierdesignof the HTML codes and support for web application and
development that is morecomprehensive compare to another product.
iii) XHTML / HTML / php / MySQL/ Javascript
Languages to be used in order to generate the website design for the content
and database design.
iv) Adobe Photoshop 7
Tools that helps editing and designing graphic that meets the target audience
requirement.
v) Internet Access
Provide by the university in order to assists the ongoing research of the
particular subjects.
vi) Hardware requirement development
AMD Athlon -2.5 GHz
Microsoft Windows XP
512MBRAM




Online Library System with Live Customer Support is a system that provides live
customer support to the library services. Users can interact or having conversation
with operator in charge regarding any matters about library services. The services are
consist of book on the shelf, book loan status, book searching, booking the book and
borrow and return book. Users do not have to go the library; they just can use online
library services with live customer support.
In order to make the system well performed and working properly according to
requirement and needed, some evaluation and testing has been conduct. Beside that,
testing also was done to get feedback what are user's expectation if the live customer
supportwas inserted into librarysystem.
4.1 Testing
All of the system's newly written or modified application programs as well as new
procedural manuals, new hardware and all system interfaces must be tested
thoroughly. Haphazard, trial an error testing willnot suffice.
Testing was done throughout systems development, not just at the end. It is meant to
turn up heretofore unknown problems, not to demonstrate the perfection of the
programs manual, or equipment. Although testing is tedious, it is anessential series of
steps that helps assure the quality of the eventual system. It is far less disruptive to
test beforehand than to have a poorlytested system fail after installation.
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The systems as a working whole also have been tested. This includes testing the
interface between subsystems, the correctness of output, and the usefulness and
understandabilityof system documentation and output.
The testing and questionnaires were conducted mainly in Universiti Teknologi
PETRONAS (UTP) area which is the target population group. The questionnaires
consist of open ended question that cover about the usability of the services system.
These particulars represent the Internet users. While the users navigating and using
the services system, there have to fill out the questionnaire provided. Sample of
questionnaire canbe viewed at appendix section.
Users have been trained before using the system. The training was done by the
programmer and users among UTP population. It takes about 15 minute to train the
users. Users testing have been conducted betweenusers and operator. Each user have
10 minute to test the system. The testing was including the online library system and
live customer support. Users were given a set of questionnaire to answer while they
are testing the system.
Interview session also was conducted while users test the system. A few questions
were asked during the interviewed, for example, How about the layout and design of
the interface? How about the user friendliness of webpage? and etc.
Questionnaire was conducted in order to get objective feedback from the users. While
interview was conducted in order to get subjective feedback from the users. From the
questionnaire, result can be directly calculated from the answer of the question
answered. But, by interview, an analysis has been done in order to get the result. Each
userhasdifferent perception about the system, so the factor mustbe taken care off.
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4.2 Result Analysis
Result gained from questionnaire and interviewed will be analyze in this section. The
system has been tested to 12 users. The entire users were from different courses and
year. Users are given 10-15 minute to test the system. The system consists of two
sections, 1 is for users/customers and the other one is for operator/customer
representative. So, users haveto test both of the roles.
The entire users have different background of computer literate. For users has good
computer literate, it is easy to handle. But for users who are low of computer literate,
it is quite difficult. Some of them never use the system although there are existing
systems in the internet. A lotof websitehas implemented the livecustomer support.
4.2.1 Result from questionnaire
There are 10 questions users have to fill in after they have done the testing. The
questions are direct and users have to tick at the space provided. Below is the result
from the questionnaire.










get Info unsatisfied web book query others
problem
Answer
Figure 4.1 Finding from Question 1
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From the graft, most of the users used or contact support services was to ask any
related question to the customer representative and needed more information on the
services. That is the purpose of developing the system. To help users in getting
information and query about the book or any related issues. Users also are used to
contact the librarian or customer representative through in person. This is because
there are limited ways in order users to contact librarian. They have no choice inwhat
matter to get in person with the customer representative. 67 % of the testers have no
experience in using the services. This is because, the system is quite new. Most of the
testershave beenusing this service for about less than 1 year.








A ftU.U" phone email fax online mall In person others
chat
Answer
Figure 4.2 Finding from question 2
From the graph, most of theusers contact the customer service representation through
in person. They went to the library and communicate with the librarian in person. A
few users contact the customer representative through email, but it takes a long time
to get the reply.
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<1year 1 -2 year 3-5 year >6year
Answer
Figure 4.3 Finding from question 3
This question was to get whether the users have been used live customer support.
Majority of the users was quite new with the services. They did not know that the
services wasalready been implement in certain webapplication suchas e-commerce.
04 - How long did you have to wait before a customer service
representative attended to you via:
10see 3096C amlnute along not others
time applicable
Answer
Figure 4.4 Finding from Question 4
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From the graph, most of the testers have to wait for a long time before they get tobe
entertained. Most of the users prefer email to contact customer representative but they
have to wait for a long time before the customer representative attended to the users.
number of tester
Q5 - How long did it take to get reply?
1-3hr 3-6hr same day a long time not
applicable
Answer
Figure 4.5 Finding from Question 5
Users are quite upset because they have to wait for a long time before there got a
reply from the customer representative. So, the solution is to implement the system so
that users can contact customer representative through online chat and they can get a
reply as soon as possible.
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Q6 - Please rate the following statements according to your




Figure4.6 Findingfrom Question 6
From the graph, the tester found that the customer service representative is quite
knowledgeable. They agreed that the customer representative is very helpful to the
customer. Most of the representative answered the question asked and the questions
are answered promptly. The testers found that the representative was positive and
professional. They agreed that most of the representative showed initiative in helping
and solve the problem. The testers will got a reply a little bit late if the users did not
knowthe answer, becausethe representative haveto research it.
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Figure 4.7 Finding from Question 7
From the graft, 58 % of the testers did not satisfy withthe resolved problem. Only 42
% agreed that the problemhave been solved.















signif(canity better neutral worse significantly not
better worse applicable
Answer
Figure 4.8 Finding from Question 8
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From the graft, 42 %ofthe testers felt neutral with the services. But some ofthe
testers also found that, the services provided are better than before.
For question 9, the question is about to get any ideas or solution in order to improve
the services in the library. One of the testers suggested that to make sure that the
services are in good condition for the users to feel comfortable to use the service and
always update the services provided. The other users have suggested that the services
should be faster and simple but applicable and reliable. The customer representative
also must be professional and knowledgeable about the service provided and give
efficient services to the users.
Q10 -Overall, how satisfied are you with the services?
number oftester 3
very unsatisfied somewhat very significantly extremely
unsatisfied satisfied satisfied worse satisfied
Answer
Figure 4.9 Finding from Question 10
From the graft, only 25 % satisfied with the online library services before the
customer support system was implemented. Most ofthem are not very satisfied with
the services provided before the live customer support was implemented.
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011 -Do you recommend thattheservices have to be











Figure 4.10 Finding from Question 11
From the graft, 92 % of the testers recommend that the services should be
implemented in the library. The customer support should provide more services not
onlyabout the books on the shelf.
4.2.2 Result from Interview Session
Interviewed sessionwas conducted in order to get verbal or subjective suggestion and
opinion form the interviewee. There are 12 testers involved in the interview. While
interviewee tested the system, a few questions have been asked to the user. Most of
the questions are about the user friendliness of the system, layout and design of the
system and about the overall design of the webpage. From the interviewed, 8 out of
12 interviewee were satisfied with the layout and design. The interfaces are user
friendly and easy to use. But 25% of the interviewees recommended that the color of
the interface should be brighter and not contain so many color.
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From the graft below, most of them agreed with website. They just comment about
human computer interaction, color and design. The interviewees are satisfied with
















1 1 1 1
Number of tester
Figure 4.11 Interview Result
From the interview, one of the user said that Live Customer Support straight forward
and it works! Live chat on the website tells the users there are real people there and
prepared to interact with the users. This is a competitive edge over the many static
websites. Live Customer Support has helped operators to overhaul the customer
support systems. It's easyto use, the operators could get straight online and edit their
admin area to add canned messages and commands, and the users love it.
Our existing understanding of interface design, usability, and information layoutcan
be used to recast existing legacy data into new, easier-to-use systems on the web. By
attempting to port screens or processes from legacy applications directly to the web,
one will only prolong the inferiority of most user interfaces and reduce the utility and
understanding of the web as a universal communication and information exchange
medium. In order to maximize web efficiency it is necessary to explore the use of






A few challenges have been encounter while developing and finishing the project.
5.1.1 Searching relevant information
The duration of the project is approximately about 4 months. In gathering the
preliminary data about the particular project there are amount numbers of information
available either in the form of book, magazines, journals and internet. However,
gaining relevant information is also one of the crucial steps that one canbe involved.
This is mainly because the researcher is not familiar with the topic. When gathering
further datagathering, the problems seems less crucial that at the beginning.
5.1.2 Conducting Testing, Questionnaire and Interview
Thegoalof testing in basically to test thesystem whether it workproperly and get any
opinion and suggestions from the testers. Some of the testers did not give fiill
cooperation while conducting the testing. This is also a challenges experience needed
to encounter. The uses of word in questionnaire are also important because it should
be easy to understand to avoid ambiguity.
5.13 Product Development
The next step after gathering the information is of course developing the product.
During the product development, a number of technical problem in developing the
web page have been encounter.
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5.1.4 Time management
The ability to manage the time helps to develop the project in time. In order to
overcome the time management problem, the system timeline have been planned.
This help by increased the awareness of the importance of certain deadlines that have
to be met besides assists in following the procedure as planning. However, managing
the time effectively is rather difficult because currently the author is also committed
with 4 other courses that also have deadline to be met.
5.2 Recommendation for future planning
This system is a first step towards recognizing the importance of live customer
support towards the internet users' community as whole. Therefore, future
improvement or planning is encouraged in order to exploiting the benefits from it. In
this context, the following recommendation includes for the system improvements
and also for the university consideration against the Final Year Project (FYP) course.
5.2.1 Future enhancement for the system
The developed system was only a simple program. It can be enhance with several
recommendation for future planning.
i) Users are not required to register in the system in order to use the customer
support. In the future, the registered user can access many facilities in the
webpage compare to unregistered user,
ii) The services in live customersupport can be enrichwith more services such as
email system and short messages system via phone for user to renew book
loan and check their status,
iii) Enhance the system with dual language, such as Englishand BahasaMalaysia.
The existingonline libraryservice is in BahasaMalaysia,




The usage of information technology and multimedia become broadly nowadays.
Generally, this Online Library System (OLS) with Live Customer Support (LCS) is a
system that provides live customer support to the library services. It is very useful to
the library as it will be able to reduce problem and to interact with users through
online in real time. In Malaysia most of the organization does not implement the
system yet. OLS provides a variety ofinformation to the users. Users do not have to
call an operator or open the directory to search the information. They just have to log
in to the web portal and search what they want to find. They also can use LCS in
order to get further information regarding web portal or about the information needed.
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There are 8 questions was asked to the interviewee.
1. What do you think about the inserted image?
2. How about the usage of grammar in the web pages?
3. Do you think the web pages meet human computer interaction criteria?
4. What do you think about the color of the web pages?
5. Are you satisfied withthe design and layout of the webpages?
6. Are the system users friendly enough?
7. What do youthink about thefunctionality of the system? For example, the
usage of the button.
8. How about the content and information in the system?
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3.0 Questionnaire
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TESTING ONLINE LIBRARY SERVICES WITH LIVE
CUSTOMER SUPPORT
What were your reasons for contacting customer support services?
Needed more information on the services
Unsatisfactory service
Website related problem
Get information about the book
Ask any related question
Others:








How long have you been a useroftheseonline library services?
Less than 1 year
1 to 2 years
3 to 5 years
Morethan6years
Others:
How long did you have towait before a customer service representative attended toyou via:
i
10 second 30 second A minute A long time
Not
Applicable
Phone o o o o o
'-. Online Chat o
o o o o
in Person o o
o o o
Email o o o o o












! Email o"^ o o 0 o 0
Fax o o o O ! o . o









The Customer Service Representative
was knowledgeable o o o o o
The Customer Service Representative
was helpful
o o o o o
The Customer Service Representative
answered my questions










The Customer Service Representative
: was positive and professional. o n o o __Q_
The Customer Service Representative
! showed initiative in helping solve my
: problem.
o 0 o 0
O
When the Customer Service
Representative did not know an answer,
he/she researched it and got back to me
right away.
o O o o O
Wasyour problem resolved toyour satisfaction?
Yes, my problem was taken care of
No, I am stillexperiencing the same problem
Not applicable







Notapplicable, this is myfirstexperience
How might we have improved our service toyou during your last call?







Do you recommend that the services have tobe implemented in our Information Resource Center?
Yes, should be implemented
No, not important at all
Not applicable
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7.0 PORTAL SPECIFICATION
The general Specifications areasfollows:
1. Implemented asa web-enabled application running on the browser interface
(Internet Explorer 5.5 andabove).
2. Running on existing databases either Microsoft SQL SVR or Lotus Notes.
3. Developing using Microsoft Active Server Pages (ASP), Microsoft.net
components orother development tool.
4. Deployment ofthe system should run on existing organization's Intranet.
5. Existing organization's server configuration, (for example)
• Compaq Reliancefor SQL server
Pentium III
256MB RAM, 3X9GB SCSI HDD
OS Name -Mic. WINDOWS 2000 Server
Version 5.0.2195 Service Pack 3 builds 2195
System Name MIS2000
System manufacturer Compaq
• Lotus Notes Server
Sun Microsystems
Sun4UEnt, 450, (4Xultra SPARC-II400MHz)
• MemorySize 2048MB
The System should havefollowing modules:
1. Administration Module
The Administration Module is catering to the general administration ofthe
system, as well as serves as the Registration ofvarious system variables.
The requirements belowmust be met:
i. Registration ofusers, including their access levels toother Modules
and Sub-Modules,
ii. System Log recording all actionsby Users,
iii. Allregistration must beable to becompiled into Excel Spreadsheets.
2. User Module
The UserModuleserveras access to the system by the variousdepartments in
the organization, andallproblem reporting is executed here.
The requirements below mustbe met:
i. All Trouble TicketNumbersare auto generated by the system.
ii. Trouble Ticket must beable tospecify types ofproblems, as wellas
select specific itemsfrom the inventory Module to bedeemed as having
problems,




The Helpdesk Module is where the problem tickets are compiled at HQ. The
Helpdesk Users will be able to givefirst level support through usage ofthe
Knowledge base Module, which contains History ofpast cases.
The requirements below must bemet:
i. Helpdesk will be able to resolve problem wheneverpossible.
ii. Helpdesk will be able to escalate and assign to multiple support
departments,
iii. Helpdesk will be able to receive inputfrom asupport department, and
re-escalate the case ifresolution cannot be achievedfrom thefirst
support department,
iv. Helpdesk will receive resolved statusfrom a support department and
assigned Case Closed Status.
4. Support Department Module
The Support Department Module is for various support departments within the
organization. This department is registered in the Administration Module, and
can include Vendors or other outsideparties.
The role Support Department is to receive assigned casesfrom Helpdesk, and
to try to resolve the cases. All resolutions made, including steps taken to
remedy the situations must be recorded in aformal structure in the system.
5. Knowledge Base Module
The Knowledge Base Module enables everyone in the System to view History
ofcases in order tofix aproblem.
6. Inventory Module
The involved Module contains information ofall ICT items within the
organization. Itmust record each item along with such details asserial
number, model and type, hardware configurations, date receive, as well as
vendor and warranty period.
7. Report Generation Module
Report Generation Module must be able to dynamically compile variousfields
in the problem resolution cycle to present a User-specified report.
Extra Features
1. Personalization
The System shall be ablefor userpersonalized in terms ofdata viewing, data
presentation anddata search criteria.
2. Integration with Microsoft Office Suite.
The system must be able to churn out allkinds ofdata into Microsoft Office
compliantformat, especiallyforspreadsheet and word processingpurposes.
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3. Deployment within organization infrastructure
The system shall be deployed and shall conform to current organization data
center infrastructure and specifications. The system shall also beflexible
should there need befor any integration with current LAN-based applications
deployed at an organization. Level ofintegration shall be determined.
Other issue
i. User License
Unlimited Users can be registered into the system without additional
licensing, or otherfees.
ii. Ingenuity
Although ingenuity is encouraged, interested vendors must adhere to
the specifications outlined as minimal requirements must be verified as
in accordance to theworkings ofthe organization.
iii. User Training, Documentation &System Manual
Training vendors shallprovide acomplete development and
implementation package consisting of among others:
a. user andsystem administrator training;
b. complete system document, user manual and system administrator
manual
c. support andfurther trainingplan
IV.
v.
Demonstration ofprototype ofthe system is mandatoryfor short listed
vendors.
Timeframe-Define the key activities and their timeline in the system
developmentstagiest,
vi. It is highly recommended that this system shall be integrated with a
new Stock Integrated which organization intends to have in thefuture.
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